Bispecific chimeric antigen receptors targeting the CD4 binding site and high-mannose Glycans of gp120 optimized for anti-human immunodeficiency virus potency and breadth with minimal immunogenicity.
Chimeric antigen receptors (CARs) offer great potential toward a functional cure of human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infection. To achieve the necessary long-term virus suppression, we believe that CARs must be designed for optimal potency and anti-HIV specificity, and also for minimal probability of virus escape and CAR immunogenicity. CARs containing antibody-based motifs are problematic in the latter regard due to epitope mutation and anti-idiotypic immune responses against the variable regions. We designed bispecific CARs, each containing a segment of human CD4 linked to the carbohydrate recognition domain of a human C-type lectin. These CARs target two independent regions on HIV-1 gp120 that presumably must be conserved on clinically significant virus variants (i.e., the primary receptor binding site and the dense oligomannose patch). Functionality and specificity of these bispecific CARs were analyzed in assays of CAR-T cell activation and spreading HIV-1 suppression. T cells expressing a CD4-dendritic cell-specific intercellular adhesion molecule-3-grabbing non-integrin (DCSIGN) CAR displayed robust stimulation upon encounter with Env-expressing targets, but negligible activity against intercellular adhesion molecule (ICAM)-2 and ICAM-3, the natural dendritic cell-specific intercellular adhesion molecule-3-grabbing non-integrin ligands. Moreover, the presence of the lectin moiety prevented the CD4 from acting as an entry receptor on CCR5-expressing cells, including CD8+ T cells. However, in HIV suppression assays, the CD4-DCSIGN CAR and the related CD4-liver/lymph node-specific intercellular adhesion molecule-3-grabbing non-integrin CAR displayed only minimally increased potency compared with the CD4 CAR against some HIV-1 isolates and reduced potency against others. By contrast, the CD4-langerin and CD4-mannose binding lectin (MBL) CARs uniformly displayed enhanced potency compared with the CD4 CAR against all the genetically diverse HIV-1 isolates examined. Further experimental data, coupled with known biological features, suggest particular advantages of the CD4-MBL CAR. These studies highlight features of bispecific CD4-lectin CARs that achieve potency enhancement by targeting two distinct highly conserved Env determinants while lacking immunogenicity-prone antibody-based motifs.